Shipbuilding
The North East has a long history of shipbuilding and innovation and below are some
excellent historic examples. While ships like these may not be being built in the region
any more the subsea and offshore sector is thriving in other ways!
Turbinia was easily the fastest ship in the world
when she was built over 120 years ago. She was
designed by Charles Parsons and built in his
shipyard in Wallsend. She was the first ship to be
powered by steam turbines. Her nickname was
“The Ocean Greyhound” because of her great
speed.
You can visit Turbinia at the Discovery Museum in
Newcastle.

Mauretania was the world's largest ship when
she was launched from Wallsend in 1906. She
was an ocean liner and took passengers from
England and Ireland across the Atlantic Ocean
to New York in the U.S.A. and was also the
fastest ship in the world to travel this route.
She used the same steam turbine technology
that Charles Parsons designed for the Turbinia
to help her achieve her amazing speed.
The Esso Northumbria was an oil tanker who was
built at the same shipyard in Wallsend as the
Mauretania and was the largest vessel to have been
built in Britain at the time it was built, just
over 50 years ago in 1969. Over 250,000 people
flocked to the banks of the Tyne to watch her sail out
to the North Sea for her sea trials. Children were
given the day off school to go and watch the
spectacle.
Why not ask your family if any of them have any memories of the shipyards? Maybe they
worked in them or got to see the ships being launched. We'd love to hear your stories,
you can share them with us by emailing stem@museumsnorthumberland.org,uk

Investigating floating
There are lots of different ways that we could make boats. Try making a few and test
them to see which one floats the longest!
To make your boat you will need:
material such as plasticine, paper or kitchen foil
You could also test out yoghurt pots, egg carton
and other objects
To test your boat you will need:
a bowl of water
some weights (coins, or marbles work well)
a towel to mop up spills
Making boats

Plasticine is very easy to
use to create different
boat shapes to test.

Foil is easy to shape into a
boat and can be reshaped
to test different ideas.

Paper can be folded
in many ways to
create a boat.

Testing your boat
Place your boat on the water
Add weights one at a time until your boat sinks
Record your results on a table to easily compare
them. Which boat held the most weights?
Fair test
To make your test fair try to use weights that are the
same size (the same size marbles or coins).
Try using the same size pieces of foil or paper and
shaping them in different ways. That way your starting
weight is always the same.
Why do some things float?
Gravity pulls things down. If you jump up, gravity will pull you down to the ground.
Gravity is pulling the boats down too, however the water is pushing up (we call this
buoyancy). Whether something floats or sinks depends on how heavy it is and also
the shape of it.

Top tips for families
Asking questions
Asking questions during the activity is a great way to see learning and develop an
understanding of what is happening. Asking open-ended questions will encourage
discussion, here are some suggestions for starting your questioning:
What problem do we need to overcome?
How do you think we could...?
What would happen if we change/ move/ add/ remove...?
What happens if we use different materials? Do some work better than others?#
Why is this more/ less successful than...?

Thinking like scientists and engineers
Keep encouraging your child to revise their design and try again. Engineers need to be
resilient and persistent and keep trying when they are designing new things and these are
excellent skills for life.
Engineers use a loop of:
assessing the problem - identifying a solution - implementing and testing the
solution - evaluating the solution - refining the solution
It's all about experimenting and coming up with the best solution you can. By making a
boat, modifying the design and testing again can you improve the design?
Scientists like to make predictions before they experiment and then test these predictions
to see if they are right. Can you predict what will happen before testing each boat?
Scientists then repeat their tests lots of times to see if they get the same results. To do
this they make sure that their testing is fair and that they are only changing one thing at a
time. By getting the same results more than once scientists can be confident in the
conclusions of their experiments.
Careers to think about
If you have enjoyed this then you might want to consider the following careers:
Marine Engineer

Materials Engineer

Mechanical Engineer

Go to www.nustem.uk/primarycareers for more information

